
 
WELCOME TO JFD  2021-22 

 
 
 
 
 
COVID MITIGATION POLICIES  
 
MAKEUP POLICY 
 
 
Parents on deck Policy: 
 
 
Lessons: Only ONE family member may accompany Lesson 
swimmers, aged 9 and under, into the QO facility for their specific 
practice.   
 
Clinic/Team: No family members may accompany Clinic/Team 
swimmers into the QO facility for practice. 
 
 
 
 



QUINCE ORCHARD COVID MITIGATION 
POLICIES 
After a successful year of no covid spread thru JFD swimming, we want to consider our mantra 
of exceed the standards set by government and health agencies. 
 
1. LOCKER ROOMS - Everyone should come to practice wearing their swimsuits and 
having already gone to the bathroom.  They should also leave wearing their swimsuit.  
Bathrooms are for emergencies only. Lockers are not available and clothing changes should 
only be for those coming from school.   
  
2. PARENTS are not allowed in the QO clubhouse.  Only ONE family member may 
accompany lesson swimmers, aged 9 and under, into the QO facility for their specific 
practice.  Thus, children 10 and over would not be able to have accompanying parents sit inside 
the Swim Center while their child/children practice.  There will be very limited sitting 
accommodations.  
 
3. EXIT / ENTRY - same pool entrances and exits as last indoor season.  Swimmers will 
enter thru the far gate in the parking lot, proceeding alongside the bubble to the breezeway with 
the revolving door leading into the bubble facility. DO NOT TRY TO ENTER THROUGH 
THE EMERGENCY EXIT DOUBLE DOORS. Swimmers should exit thru the gate close to 
the clubhouse when leaving. 
 
4. COVID EXPOSURE - Same as last season. Anyone exposed must notify JFD so that we 
can notify all swimmers & coaches in the lane of the swimmer. All those swimmers may return 
to practice with proof of a negative test. If someone in one of JFD’s lanes/lessons/clinics test 
positive for COVID-19, all swimmers and coaches in their group will need to quarantine and 
provide a negative COVID-19 test result before being allowed to return to practice. 
 
5. MASKS - must be worn by everyone while in the bubble. We request that swimmers 
bring a Ziploc baggie with their name on it to place their mask in during practice. Just before 
hopping in, the swimmer will put their mask in the baggie at the edge of the pool and the first 
thing do as they get out is to put the mask back on. 
 
6. EMERGENCY EVACUATION - no one should EVER evacuate into the Clubhouse but 
go thru the revolving door and left down the pool deck away from the Clubhouse and toward 
the pool gate entrance in the upper lot.   
 
7. No Dogs or any pets on the property of QO or GP 
 
8. At GP, no one is allowed anywhere on the campus except right by the pool. This includes 
no exercising or even walking. 
 



WHAT IF MY SWIMMER IS SHOWING SIGNS 
OF ILLNESS? 
This year, we want to continue to emphasize that swimmers should not be coming 
to practice if they show any signs of illness. Symptoms can include but are not 
limited to: 

• Fever or chills 
• Cough 
• Shortness of breath or difficulty breathing 
• New loss of taste or smell 
• Congestion or runny nose 
• Sore throat 
• Nausea or vomiting 
• Diarrhea 

 
Swimmers will be turned away from practice if they show any of the above 
symptoms. 
 

MAKEUPS – Team/Clinic/Lessons 
JFD has suspended the $30 makeup package policy again this season. We 
understand that swimmers will likely need more makeups than ever this year since 
we are still managing this pandemic. Makeups will be free for all programs, 
Lessons, Clinic, & Team. 
 
We will do our best to schedule any make ups that might arise this season due to 
sickness. We will have open practice times during our normal schedule, and we will 
also hold bonus practices over Thanksgiving, Winter, & Spring Break that can be 
used for makeups as well. Please email JFDschedules@gmail.com to schedule any 
make ups. 
 

Please note that all make ups need to be done prior to the end of the 2021-22 Winter 
Season. All make ups not done by the end of the season will be void. 
 

PARENTS ON DECK POLICY 
At this time, due to rising rates of COVID-19, absolutely no Clinic/Team swimmer 
parents will be allowed on deck to watch practices. Only Lesson swimmers who are 
aged 9 & under can have a single parent on deck with them at their specific 
practice. 
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